
It is not self-evident that multiple administrations will
increase the effectiveness of RIT. Prolongation of conven
tional external beam radiotherapy (XRT) is associated with a
reduction in therapeutic response (4â€”6),usually attributed to
allowing more time for tumor cell proliferation (7â€”9).
Moreover, a major radiobiologic advantage associated with
fractionated XRT is the differential increase in repair of
radiation damage in late-responding normal tissues corn
pared with tumors. This is unlikely to be applicable to
targeted radionuclide therapy because absorbed dose rates
are usually so low that repair is effectively complete,
irrespective of the treatment structure (10, 11). However,
multiple administrations may allow some degree of prolifera
tive recovery by bone marrow, thus enabling an increase in
the allowable absorbed dose (12). In addition, the effects
of preceding therapeutic administrations on tumor architec
ture may enable subsequent administrations to target tu
mor regions inaccessible to single administrations. This
would improve the uniformity of absorbed dose distribu
tions in tumors and thereby increase the therapeutic effec
tiveness. Data from animal experiments suggest that a series
of relatively small administrations, each separated by 5ev
eral days, is both intrinsically more turnoricidal and less
toxic to bone marrow than a large single administration
(LSA) (13â€”15).

This article describes the application of a mathematical
model (16) of tumor response to RIT. The model is used to
examine some of the factors that influence the therapeutic
effects of alternative administration patterns. Two generic
treatment structures are compared: an LSA and a course of
rapid fractionation (RF) of small administrations. These are
calculated to deliver the same total absorbed dose to red
marrow. The absorbed dose rate in tumors is derived using a
pharmacokinetic model. For both treatment structures, ab
sorbed doses and dose rates in tumors are assumed to be
uniform. Attention is focused on 1311,as this is the most
commonly used radionuclide for RIT at present, but the
methodology is applicable to any therapy radionuclide. The
proliferative response of tumors is described by a Gomp
ertzian relationship and is thus size dependent. This enables
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ntil recently, the immunogenicity of targeting mol
ecules has restricted the applicability of repetitive adminis
trations of radioimmunotherapy (RIT). However, recent
advances in biotechnology have generated molecules (such
as chimeric or humanized antibodies) that may enable repeat
treatments without the induction of a significant immune
response (1â€”3).
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a distinction to be made between treatment of macroscopic
and microscopic disease.

METHODS AND MATERIALS

Pharmacokinetic Model
The biodistribution of radiolabeled targeting molecules is de

scribed using the simple 3-compartmental model shown in Figure
1. A model similar to this has previously been validated using
clinical data derived from a phase I/H clinical trial of RIT with
â€˜311-labeledmurine anti-G250 antibody for renal cell cancer (17).
In this study, only whole-body and serum activities were consid
ered, and a tumor compartment was not included. In the current
model, the tumor compartment represents a dynamic system,
capable of growth or regression depending on the effects of
therapy. Radiolabeled material is administered to a source compart
ment, from which it exchanges with the other compartments. The
source compartment is assumed here to be serum and the extravas
cular space of rapidly accessible organs. The â€œrest-of-bodyâ€•
compartment represents a combination of normal tissue sinks that
take up radiolabeled molecules and may rerelease them to serum.
The process of excretion is envisaged to remove agent from the rest
of the body and not directly from serum.

The kinetic behavior of this system is determined by the
differential equations:

d
â€”E= â€”t3E+t2Tâ€”r1E+r2R,
dt

d
@-T=t1Eâ€”t2T, Eq.2

d
@ R = r1E â€”r2R â€”e1R,

where E, T, and R are the number of molecules in the serum, tumor,
and rest-of-body compartments, and t1, t2, r1, r2, and e1 are the
respective rate parameters. The serum and rest-of-body compart

FiGURE 1. Compartmental model used to calculate pharmaco
kinetic behavior of system. Size of tumor compartment varies
dynamicallydependingon effectsof therapy.

ments are taken to be of fixed size. It is also assumed that they are
of sufficient size, with respect to the concentration of radiolabeled
material, that the respective rate parameters (r1, r2, e1) may be
considered constants. For the tumor, the simplest scenario involves
exponential (i.e., size independent) loss of radiolabeled material. In
this case, the rate parameter (t2) may also be considered constant.
The rate parameter for tumor uptake (t1), however, must incorpo
rate some dependency on tumor size. The simplest possibility is
ti = â€˜rvol1,where VOlT 15 the tumor volume and â€˜ris a constant. This

means that uptake, in terms of number of molecules, is proportional
to tumor volume. With this modification, Equations 1â€”3can be
reformulated in terms of concentrations as:

d VOIT\ l\
@ [El = TVO1T[E]+ t2[T]@ â€”r1[E]+ r2R â€”jâ€”J@ Eci.4

d
@ R = rI[E]volE r2R â€”e1R, Eq. 6

where VOlEiSthe serum volume of distribution.
The timeâ€”activityprofiles for the 3 compartments are generated

numerically using Euler's method. The concentration or absolute
Eq. 1 quantity of activity (Z) in any compartment for time period i is

derived from that for the previous time period (i@ I) by:

(Z) = I@+ ((Z)11 + i@(Z))exp(â€”kAt), Eq.7

where k is the decay constant of the radionuclide ( ln2!F1,@),i@tis
the time increment between periods, and I@is any direct input pulse

r@ 3 of radiolabeled material occurring in time period i. In effect, I, is 0

â€˜-MS f all compartments at all times, except for the serum compart

ment at the specific times when activity is administered. The actual
increments (z@.Z)for each of the compartments derived from
Equations 4â€”6are as follows:

@[E]= {â€”@olT(1_ it +

VO1T(j,) 1 \
t2m@_1VOlE r,[E]11+ r2R1@@1;;i;)@ Eq.8

@[T]= (â€˜r[E]@IvolE_ t2[T]1_1}@t, Eq. 9

i@R= lrI[ElIlvolE _ r2R11 â€”e1R@_1)@t. Eq. 10

Equations 8â€”10,together with the general relationship given by
Equation 7, are used to model the kinetic behavior of radiolabeled
material throughout the system.

For the case where tl(VO1T)= â€˜r(voI1)@Â°,then Equations 8 and 9
must be replaced by:

d@ [T]=â€˜r[ElvolEt2[T], Eq.5
and

and

ti

4
t2

@ Excretion

and
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@[E]= {â€”TV011(1) [E]11 +â€˜2/3

I 1 @1

(VOlT(@1)\ _ r1[E]1_1 + r2R11 11 @t, 11
t2[T]11 VOlEI \vol@j

i@[T]= (r(VolT(1_1)) [E]1..1(vol@,)â€”t2[T]1_@}@t. Eq. 12â€˜â€”1/3



Activity in the tumor generates an absorbed-radiation dose rate.
The mean absorbed dose rate r, because of self-irradiation, is
expressed by the product of the activity concentration in the tumor
[A}, the absorbed fraction 0, and the equilibrium dose constant @,

Model of Tumor Response to Irradiation
The mathematical model describing the response of the tumor to

radiation treatment has been presented in detail elsewhere (16) and
is represented schematically in Figure 2. The main features and
assumptions of this model are as follows.

Tumors follow a growth curve that slows down as their size
increases. Mathematically, this is described by a Gompertzian
equation when the tumor is greater than a certain threshold size and
by an exponential equation when it is less. In the Gompertzian
mode, the volume doubling time of a tumor depends on its size. In
the exponential mode, the volume doubling time is equal to the
potential doubling time,@ and growth is size independent.

In the absence of therapeutic intervention, tumor growth is the
result of competing processes ofbirth and loss of viable cells and is
described by the differential equation:

subsequenfly as time passes. At any time the total tumor volume, V.
will consist of the sum of a partial volume, V@,representing viable
tumor cells and another, Vd, representing doomed cells, i.e., V =
V@+ Vd.The spontaneous loss rate of viable cells is determined by
total tumor volume. if the combined rate of loss of viable and

Eq 13 doomed cells is treater than the birth rate, the tumor regresses. In
the opposite situation, it grows. The number of doomed cells is
assumed to decay exponentially with a rate constant, k, (= ln2fF,,
where T5is the shrinkage half- time).

For targeted radionuclide therapy it is assumed that absorbed
dose rates will be so low that repair in the tumor cells is com
plete. This means that tumor cell sterilization is an exponential
function of absorbed dose (18). No allowance is made in the model
for the effects of reoxygenation or redistribution through the cell
cycle.

For a tumor irradiated by a low dose rate, r, the rate of change of
Vv, @Sgiven by:

dV@-@--=(kb k1)V,,â€”arV@, Eq.16

where a is the intrinsic radiosensitivity. Note that k1depends on the
total volume and not just the partial volume of viable tumor cells.

Eq. 14 The rate of change of Vd is given by:

dVd-a@_=arV@â€”ksVd. Eq.17

dN-@-=kbNâ€”k1Nâ€”urN. Eq.18

i.e.:

r = [A]4@.

dV-@-=(kb

where V is the tumor volume. The birth rate, kb ( ln2fl@@),is
constant in both exponential and Gompertzian phases. The loss
rate, k1, is 0 in the exponential phase and size dependent in the
Gompertzian phase. Explicitly, the size dependence of k1 is
expressed by:

k1(V)=0 and V<VG,

V
ln@

k1(V)= kb , V VG, Eq. 15

ln@)

where V0 is the Gompertzian transition size (i.e., the size where
growth switches from exponential to Gompertzian) and V,,@is the
theoretical upper limit of the Gompertzian growth curve.

Thmor cells sterilized by radiation therapy are not immediately
lost from the tumor mass, but become â€œdoomedâ€•and are removed

The rate of change of viable cell number, N, is given by:

This can be reformulated as:

d
(ln(SF)) (k@â€”k1)â€”ar, Eq. 19

where SFis the surviving fraction (= N/N0, where N0 is the initial
number of viable tumor cells).

Equations 16, 17, and 19 are solved numerically for V@,Vd,and
5F' respectively, by Euler's method. From Equations 16 and 17 the

FIGURE 2. Compartmentalsystem de
scribingtumor response.Viabletumor cells
are maintained by constant birth rate and
tumorsize-dependentspontaneouscell loss
rate. Exposureto radiationchanges status
of tumor cells from viable to doomed.Cells
are lost from doomed compartment expo
nentially. Total tumor volume is sum of
partialvolumeassociatedwithviablecells
and that associated with doomed cells.
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ParameterValuevolE3.7L72.16

x105/(h xL)t20.0295/hr10.043/hr20.02/he10.024/hRadiosensitivity

(a)0.35/GyT@4dV00.0056gVmas100OgIs3d

tumor volume during time period i is derived from that at time
periodi â€”lby:

VV(I) VV(ll) + ((kb kl(ll))VV(1..I) arllVV(Il))@t Eq. 20

and

Vd(I) Vd(II) + (arIIVV(...l) ksVd(I_I))@t. Eq. 21

V. = VV()+ Vd(1), Eq. 22

TABLE 1
Baseline Parameter Values for Pharmacokinetic

and Radiobiologic Response Model

The total tumor volume is:

and the functional form ofk1(V) is given by Equation 15.
Equation 19 can be approximated by a difference equation and

integrated numerically as:

(â€˜@(SF))(1@(SF))â€”1+ {(kb k1(@1))â€”ar@,J@t. Eq.23

NormalTissueDosimetry
Absorbed doses to the whole body and bone marrow for the

treatment schemes considered are calculated for a â€œstandardmanâ€•
of 70â€”kgmass with a red marrow mass of 1.5 kg (19). The mean
absorbed dose to the whole body, Dw@,is calculated using MIRD
(20) methods as:

D@ =@

where AWB,the cumulated activity in the whole body, is given by:

AWB_ f (1@serum(t)+ A@(t)+ A@@@@01(t))dt,Eq.25

where the As are the activities in the respective model compart
ments.

5WB'â€”WB is the mean absorbed dose per unit cumulated activity

for whole-bodyâ€”to--whole-bodyself-irradiation.
Assuming the targeting molecule does not react with blood,

bone, or marrow elements, the absorbed dose to red marrow, DRM,
is calculated by:

D@ =@ + (A@ O.l9A@@)Sp@pi@. Eq. 26

The factor 0.19 represents the proportion of the red marrow
composed ofextracellular fluid with an activity concentration equal
to that of serum (21).

The S factors (i.e., 5w@w@.@ and S@@) were taken
from MIRDOSE3 (22).@ represents the mean absorbed dose
to red marrow per unit cumulated activity in the remainder of the
body (excluding red marrow) and was calculated as:

mass@ mass@
5RM@â€”RB= 5RMâ€”WB 5RMâ€”RMmass@ mass@

where mass@ = mass@ â€”mass@.

Baseline Model Parameters
The baseline pharmacokinetic parameters are shown in Table 1.

The rate parameters (r1,r2,and e1)were taken from an analysis (17)
of a phase I/il clinical trial of MT with â€˜31I-labeledmurine
anti-G250 antibody (23). In this study, whole-body and serum
activities were examined using a pharmacokinetic model similar to
the one used here with the exception that a tumor compartment was
not included. When the tumor is small, it has a negligible effect on
serum and whole-body pharmacokinetics. These are effectively
determined by the values of r1, r2,and e1.

Tumor activity profiles are governed by the values chosen for
the rate parameters @rand t2. Baseline values of these parameters
were derived by assuming that a maximum uptake of 0.025%/g
tumor of the injected amount of a trace-labeled quantity of
targeting agent occurs at 1.5 d after administration. The values of â€˜r

Eq. 24 and t2 that achieve these requirements were derived by iteration and

are shown in Table 1.
To enable the calculation of therapeutic response from absorbed

dose rate profiles, the following baseline parameter values were
used. The intrinsic radiosensitivity (a) of the tumor cells was taken
as 0.35/Gy. This represents tumor cells of average radiosensitivity
on the scale of experimentally observed in vitro survival curves
(24â€”26).The T@ of the tumor cells was taken as 4 d. Again this
represents a central estimate of values measured by bromodeoxyuri
dine labeling in human tumors (27â€”30).

The limiting maximum tumor size (Vmas) for Gompertzian
growth was taken as 1000g. Together with T@ this sets the value of
the Gompertzian transition size (VG). This is the tumor size at
which growth begins to exhibit the continuous slowdown that is
characteristic of Gompertzian kinetics. For the given values of T@
and V@, VGcorresponds to 0.0056 g. A value of 3 d was used as an
approximate value for the half-time of doomed cell loss (T,).

An important aspect of the model is that tumor size may vary
during treatment. If the growth rate is faster than the rate of cell
killing, the tumor size will increase. In contrast, if the rate of cell
kill is faster than the growth rate, the tumor shrinks. In either case,
the important factor is that the tumor size changes. This means that
the absorbed fraction (which is dependent on tumor size) cannot be
assigned a single value that is valid over the entire course of

p 27 treatment. Therefore, in the model simulations, whenever an

@%1. absorbed dose rate in the tumor was calculated, an absorbed

fraction was selected based on the current tumor size. To do this a
table of absorbed fractions was consulted at each integration step.
The values of absorbed fractions tabulated by BardiÃ¨sand Chatal
(31) were used for this purpose. These were originally calculated
based on uniform distributions of radionuclide throughout spheres
and represent volume averages.

RESULTS

Treatment Structures
Two treatment structures were examined. The first was an

LSA corresponding to the maximally tolerated dose. The
second was RF of individually small amounts of radiola

0
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beled material, each separated by several days. A series of
such administrations constituted a course of treatment.

The significant variables for RF therapy are the sizes of
the individual administrations and the time gaps between
them. In this article a generic RF treatment structure was
considered with administrations separated by 3 d. The sizes
of individual administrations were set by the requirement
that the whole-body burden of radioactivity must not exceed
1. 1 GBq (30 mCi) 1311.These values were chosen based on 2

criteria. A high therapeutic intensity is maintained; this
precludes excessive time gaps between administrations. The
exposure rate at 1 m from the patient is limited to 5 mR/h.
For 1311and a â€œstandardmanâ€•this restricts whole-body
activity to approximately 1.1 GBq.

In the RF schema, dose escalation may be accomplished
by increasing the number of fractions in a course until the
desired red-marrow or whole-body absorbed dose is achieved.

Two general types of tumor response are considered, cure
and remission. On the basis of Poisson statistics, the
likelihood of cure is determined by the expectation value of
the minimum number of clonogenic tumor cells. For tumors
of a given initial size, this is linearly related to the minimum
surviving fraction achieved. If a tumor is not cured, it will
recur. The remission duration is taken as the time between
the start of treatment and tumor regrowth to some size or cell
number threshold.

Figure 3 shows the 2 alternative treatment structures.
Activity profiles in the whole body are shown for LSA and
RF treatments. Both treatment types achieve a red-marrow
absorbed dose of 2 Gy and a whole-body absorbed dose of
1.4 Gy. The LSA treatment consists of an administration of
8.25 GBq (223 mCi), whereas RF consists of a total
administered activity of 8.61 GBq (233 mCi), given in 11
fractions with 3 d between fractions (i.e., a total treatment
time of 30 d). Only the first fraction is 1.1 GBq (30 mCi).

FIGURE3. Activityprofilesin wholebodyandserumfor LSA
and RF treatments. Both treatments achieve red-marrow dose of
2 Gy andwhole-bodydose of 1.4 Gy.LSAtreatmentconsistedof
single administrationof 8.25 GBq (223 mCi)and RFconsistedof
total administeredactivityof 8.61 GBq (233 mCi) delivered in 11
fractions with 3 d between fractions.

Th@e(days)
10 20 30 40 50 60

-0.5

â€”1
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.35

FIGURE4. Timecourseof survivingfractionfor LSAand RF
treatmentsfor macroscopictumorwith initialmassof 100g.Total
absorbed doses in tumor were 20.8 Gy for LSAand 21 .3 Gy for
RF.For LSA, maximumlog cell kill was 2.9, occurringat 10.4 d
after administration. For RF, maximum log cell kill was 2.3,
occurringat 34.4d afteradministration.

Subsequent administrations are smaller because of residual
whole-body activity.

Tumor Response
Figure 4 shows the temporal behavior of surviving

fraction for a tumor of 100-g initial mass with the baseline
response parameters. The total absorbed doses in the tumor
were similar (20.8 Gy for LSA; 21.3 Gy for RF). However,
the depths of the nadirs of surviving fraction and the times
when these occurred were different. For LSA the maximum
log cell kill was 2.9 and occurred 10.4 d after administration.
For RF this was 2.3, occurring 34.4 d after administration.
Peak tumor dose rates were 20.3 cGy/h for LSA but only 3.1
cGy/h for RF.

The time courses of tumor regression and recurrence for
the 2 treatments are shown in Figure 5. The rate of
regression was faster for LSA than for RF, and the minimum
tumor size reached was less for LSA (0.72 g at 27.6 d for
LSA versus 1.1 g at 40.0 d for RF). However, tumor
regrowth was actually slightly delayed with RF compared
with LSA. if remission duration is defined as the time to
regrow to a tumor mass of 5 g, then this was 53.2 d for LSA
and 61.7 dforRF.

The therapeutic effects for microscopic tumors were also
examined. In these simulations the initial tumor mass was
set at 1 mg, and all other assumptions and parameters were
as previously noted. Figure 6 shows the time course of
surviving fraction. Tumor absorbed doses were 12.0 Gy for
LSA and 14.9 Gy for RF. Although the RF dose was higher,
the nadir of surviving fraction was deeper for the LSA
treatment (1.2 logarithms at 6.4 d). The behavior of tumor
size is shown in Figure 7. LSA treatment reduced tumor
mass to a minimum value of 0.25 mg at 12.8 d after
administration. The maximum tumor dose rates achieved
were 12.2 cGy/h for LSA and 2.2 cOy/h for RF. In the case
of RF, the dose rates were too low to counteract tumor cell
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FIGURE 7. Time course of regressionand recurrenceof
microscopictumor for LSA and RF treatments. LSA treatment
reduced tumor mass to minimum value of 0.25 mg at 12.8 d after
administration.AlthoughRF treatmentfailedto reducetumor
size, tumor growth was more delayed than that for LSA.

tration. This dissociation is the result of the persistence of
the doomed cell volume and indicates that the tumor is
actually recurring even as its volume continues to shrink.

Effects of Changing Model Parameters
The stability of the conclusions of the modeling study was

investigated by varying the radiobiologic and pharmacoki
netic parameters associated with tumor response.

Table 3 shows the effects on tumor response of varying
the radiobiologic parameters over the following ranges:
radiosensitivity (a) from 0.2/Gy to 0.5/Gy,@ from 2 to 7 d,
and half-time for doomed cell loss (T5) from 1 to 7 d. These
modifications made little or no differences to the absorbed
doses and dose rates in tumors but had varying degrees of
impact on response. In all cases cure responses were greater
for LSA treatment, whereas remission durations were simi
lar with a slight advantage held by RF treatment.

The relative importance of parameter variation was fur
ther examined (Table 4) by calculating the relative changes
in response (either nadir of log surviving fraction or time to
grow or regrow to 5 g) to LSA therapy caused by a 1%
change in the parameters at their baseline values. This was
done for both macroscopic and microscopic tumors. Intrmn
sic radiosensitivity was the most significant determinant of
the cure response of tumors of all sizes and remission
duration for macroscopic tumors. Proliferation rate was an
important determinant of the remission duration of macro
scopic tumors and was the most significant factor determin
ing the remission duration of microscopic tumors.

The effect of changing the functional dependency of
tumor uptake on size to tl(volT) T(vol1)@ was examined.
For a spherical tumor, this is equivalent to assuming that
tumor uptake is proportional to surface area rather than
volume. It has the effect of increasing the relative concentra
tion of activity in smaller tumors. For the purposes of
therapy simulation, pharmacokinetic parameters were cho
sen so that uptake of a trace amount of radiolabel was 0.025

FIGURE 5. Time course of regressionand recurrenceof
macroscopictumor for LSAand RF treatments.Minimumtumor
size reachedwas 0.72 g at 27.6 d for LSAand 1.1 g at 40.0 d for
RE.Tumorregrowthwas@hflydeIayedwithRFcomparedwfthLSA.

proliferation, and neither surviving fraction nor tumor size
decreased below their initial values. However, in terms of
the time for tumors to grow to a given size, RF had a slight
advantage. The LSA-treated tumor reached a size of 5 g at
91.9 d, whereas the RF-treated tumor achieved this size at
97.8d.Thefullsetofresponsesis showninTable2.

It should be noted that the nadi.rs of surviving fraction and
tumor size did not occur at the same time. The nadirs of
surviving fraction occurred at 10.4 and 34.4 d after admiis
tration for macroscopic tumors treated by LSA and RF,
respectively, and at 6.4 d after administration for micro
scopic tumors treated by LSA. The corresponding nadirs of
tumor size occurred at 27.6, 40.0, and 12.8 d after admiis

FIGURE6. Timecourseof survivingfractionfor LSAand RF
treatmentsfor microscopictumor of initial mass of I mg. Tumor
absorbed doses were 12.0 Gy for LSA and 14.9 Gy for RE
AlthoughRF dose was higher,nadirof survivingfractionwas
deeperfor LSAtreatment.
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Absorbed Peakdose-rate Maximum MinimumRemissionTumor
size Treatment dose (Gy) (cGy/h) log cell kill tumor size duration(d)Macroscopic

LSA 20.8 20.3 2.9 0.72g52.9RF*
21.3 3.1 2.3 1.1 g61.7Microscopic

LSA 12.0 12.2 1.2 0.25 mg91.8RF
14.9 2.2 0 1 mg97.8Maximum

logcellkill = â€”log10(nadirofsurvivingfraction);remissionduration= timerequiredfortumorsto growor regrowto 5g.percentage

injected dose per gram (%ID/g) at 1.5 d after generation of a timeâ€”activityprofile in the tumor fromwhichadministration
in a l-g tumor. absorbed dose rates may be derived. The responsemodelThis

change in the nature of tumor uptake had a signifi- describes the effect these dose rates have on thetargetedcant
impact on the calculated responses. Macroscopic tu- tumor. To simplify the analysis, it was assumedthatmors
(100 g) experienced a substantially reduced dose (4.9 absorbed doses and dose rates throughout the tumorareGy

for LSA and 5.0 Gy for RF) and the calculated surviving uniform. This is a fundamentalassumption.fractions
were accordingly greater. Maximum log cell kills Two alternative treatment structures wereconsidered,were

0.56 for LSA and 0.23 for RF. The duration of LSA and RF of smaller administrations. In themodelingremission
(defined here as the time required for the tumor to study, LSA treatment consistently produced a smallernadirgrow

back to its original size) was 42.3 and 50.5 d for LSA of tumor cell number than did RF. This held forbothand
RF,respectively.In contrast,responsesfor microscopic macroscopicandmicroscopictumorsandwasindependenttumors

were greatly enhanced. For tumors of initial size of tumor radiosensitivity, growth kinetics, and uptake char
1 mg, the calculated absorbed doses were 129 Gy for LSA acteristics of the targeting agent. However, LSAtreatmentand

182 Gy for RF, with calculatedmaximum log cell kills was not superior to RF treatment in terms ofremissionof
18.5 and 24.6, respectively. It should be noted that the duration. Although the differences between thetreatmenttumor

response model breaks down for absorbed doses and@ were small, RF consistently produced longer remis

radiobiologic effects of this magnitude. Because the calcu- sion durations or times to recurrence than LSA. Again,thislated
cell kills are vastly in excess of those necessary to cure finding was independent of radiosensitivity, kinetics, and the

these tumors, the concept of a cell population that goes nature of uptake of the targeting agent. It might appear
through a nadir and then regrows is inapplicable. contradictory that LSA is better than RF for one interpreta

tion of tumor response, whereas for another interpretation
DISCUSSION the oppositeholds. This situationarisesbecausecureandThe

model used in this article is an integrated description remission responses are fundamentallydifferent.of
targeted radionuclide therapy pharmacokinetics and tu- The likelihood of cure is dependent on the nadir ofviablemor

response. The pharmacokinetic model enables the tumor cell number and is determined within a time compa

TABLE3Effect
of Changing Parameter Values on TumorResponseMacroscopic

LSA MacroscopicAF MicroscopicLSA MicroscopicRFResponse

Cure (log Remission Cure (log Remission Cure (log Remission Cure (logRemissionparameter
cellkill) duration(d) cellkill) duration(d) cellkill) duration(d) cellkill) duration(d)

TABLE 2
Calculated Therapeutic Responses for Alternative Treatment Structures for Macroscopic and Microscopic Disease

Baseline 2.9 53 2.3 62 1.2 92 0 98
a 0.2/Gy 1.6 42* 1.1 52* 0.51 82 0 87

a 0.5/Gy 4.2 77 3.4 84 1.9 102 0.31 103

Tia 2 d 2.7 36t 1.6 45t 0.81 47 0 55
T10 = 7 d 3.0 85 2.6 94 1.4 160 0.4 163
T@= 1 d 2.8 46 2.1 58 1.1 90 0 97
T8 = 7 d 3.0 63 2.5 70 1.2 93 0 99

*flmeto2og.
tTimeto lOg.
Cure= â€”log10(nadirof survivingfraction);remissionduration= timerequiredfor tumorto growor regrowto 5 g, exceptwhereotherwise

noted.
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ParameterMacroscopicCure RemissionMicroscopicCureRemissionchangeresponsedurationresponseduration

quired for a tumor to reach a given size is determined by its
growth rate and by the time required for growth to compen
sate for therapy-induced cell kill. In this case, where
response is determined after a period significantly longer
than the duration of treatment, the rate of cell killing is
irrelevant, only the total amount of cell kill matters. On the
basis of the model used here, the total amount of cell kill is
simply aD, where a is the radiosensitivity and D is the total
absorbed dose. Therefore, remission response depends on
the total absorbed dose but does not depend on the dose rate
at which this is delivered. The remission response will
increase if either (or both) of 2 conditions occurs: total
absorbed dose increases without an increase in tumor growth
rate or tumor growth rate decreases without a decrease in
total absorbed dose.

Just as in the case for cure response, if these parameters
change in ways that have opposing effects on remission
response, the net effect will depend on how the balance is
altered between the total amount of cell kill and the rate of
cellular proliferation.

The model study suggests that RF will produce a longer
duration of remission than an LSA, although the actual
differences are small and arguably negligible. Nevertheless,
it is instructive to examine how this result arises for both
macroscopic and microscopic disease. For macroscopic
tumors, the total absorbed dose to the tumor is similar for
both LSA and RF therapy. However, because of its greater
rate of cell killing, LSA produces more shrinkage than RF,
and this results in a smaller nadir value of tumor size.
Because of Gompertzian kinetics, a smaller tumor has a
faster growth rate and thus grows to any given size at an
earlier time.

For microscopic disease, the growth rate of tumors is
exponential and thus size independent. Again, because of its
greater rate of cell killing, LSA shrinks the tumor to a
smaller size than RF. For tumors in the microscopic range,
the absorbed fraction is a rapidly varying function of tumor
size. The smaller tumor size produced by LSA has a smaller
absorbed fraction and thus experiences a reduced absorbed
dose. Therefore, in this case, RF produces a longer duration
of remission than LSA, because it delivers a higher absorbed
dose to the tumor. For both macroscopic and microscopic
tumors, the smaller nadir of tumor size and the better cure
response achieved by LSA treatment do not translate into a
longer duration of remission.

The sensitivity of the calculated tumor response to the
model parameter values was examined. Intrinsic tumor cell
radiosensitivity was the main factor determining the depth of
the nadir of surviving fraction (cure response), even for
rapidly growing microscopic tumors. The remission dura
tion was also dependent on tumor cell radiosensitivity, but
proliferation rate was more important than for cure response.
For microscopic tumors, the proliferation rate was the most
significant determinant of remission duration.

The nature of the uptake characteristics of radiolabeled
material has a large impact on the curability of tumors,

Differencesin cure response(nadirof log survivingfraction)or
remission duration (time to tumor growth to 5 g) were calculated for
I % change in respective parameters at their baseline values for LSA
therapy.Relativesensitivitywasdefinedas ratioof thesedifferences
to those caused by changing radiosensitivity (a) parameter.

rable with the duration of treatment. The cure endpoint
represents the net effect of competing dynamic processes of
cell birth and death. This means that the rate of treatment
induced cell kill is important, and this, in turn, is determined
by the absorbed dose rate to the tumor. The cure response
will increase if either (or both) of 2 conditions is met: total
absorbed dose increases without a decrease in dose rate or
dose rate increases without a decrease in total absorbed dose.

If one parameter increases while the other decreases, the
cure response could either increase or decrease depending
on the details of the changes.

The critical dose rate has been defined (32â€”34)as that
value of dose rate at which the rate of radiation-induced
cellular sterilization is equal to the growth rate of the tumor
cell population. Mathematically this can be expressed as

@ = 1n2/(aTD), where TD is the effective doubling time of
the tumor cells. When the tumor dose rate falls to this critical
value, the number of viable cells reaches a minimum value.
Any absorbed dose that is delivered at a dose rate less than
r@1 will not reduce the population any further. By their
nature, LSA-type treatments deliver the radiation dose to the
tumor at a higher dose rate and over a shorter time than RF
treatments. The model study shows that the difference in
cure response between LSA and RF is greatest for micro
scopic disease. This is because the population growth rate is
faster for microscopic tumors and, in consequence, the
critical dose rate is greater. Thus microscopic tumors are
especially resistant to treatment at a low dose rate, such as
that produced by RF therapy.

Although only one of many possible fractionated treat
ments was examined in this article, the cure response of an
LSA will be greater than any fractionated treatment that is
constrained to deliver the same red-marrow or whole-body
dose. This is because the tumor dose rate will always be
higher for an LSA.

For tumors that are not cured, the remission response
describes the effect therapy has on the time to tumor
appearance or reappearance after treatment. The time re

TABLE 4
Relative Sensitivity of Tumor Response to Changes

in Model Parameters

1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
0.07 0.67 0.26 4.0

0.03 0.15 0.05 0.07

Radiosensitivity(a)
T@
Doomedcell loss

rate(ks)
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especially for microscopic disease. An alternative model in
which the concentration of activity increased as the tumor
became smaller (i.e., proportional to surface area) yielded
calculated log kills that were 10-fold greater than the case in
which concentration was assumed to be independent of
tumor size (i.e., proportional to volume). This is a significant
observation, as experimental data suggest that radionuclide
uptake per unit mass is greater in smaller tumors than in
macroscopic disease. However, the functional form of this
relationship is unknown. It is also significant to note that the
model describing tumor response becomes inapplicable
when the order of cell kill is similar to that of the initial
tumor cell number. This is because it is based on the
continuous variables of surviving fraction and tumor size
and doesnot directly addressthe stochasticnatureof tumor
cure.

There are several other assumptions built into the model
that deserve comment. It is reasonable to assume that the
repair of radiation damage in tumor cells will be complete,
given the relatively low tumor dose rates encountered in
targeted radionuclide therapy. However, no account has been
taken of cell-cycle effects. These may possibly lead to
radiosensitization caused by radiation-induced blocks in
cell-cycle progression (35,36) and may favor a more pro
tracted low dose rate treatment such as RF.

It was also assumed that equivalent bone marrow toxicity
would be achieved by LSA and RF therapies because
red-marrow absorbed doses were equal. However, data from
animal models suggest that fractionated therapy may be less
toxic (13â€”15),probably as a result of proliferative recovery
in bone marrow. This implies that fractionation will enable
greater activities to be given than would be possible with an
LSA and would thus tend to favor the RF strategy. This
possibility was not directly addressed in the model study
because, at present, there is no reliable radiobiologic isoef
fect model for bone marrow toxicity, although work on this
subject is ongoing (37).

The limitation on the tumor dose rate produced by RF
treatment is largely determined by the allowable whole-body
activity. In the current study, this was set to 1.1 GBq (30
mCi) 1311It is not suggested that this fraction size is optimal.
The greater the fraction size (and the shorter the inter
fraction gap) the higher the average tumor dose rate.
Therefore, in terms of cure response, greater activities per
administration will be more therapeutically effective than
lesser amounts, and closely spaced fractions will be more
effective than widely spaced ones. The model studies
described in this article reflect a comparison between the
therapeutic impact of an LSA and a particular fractionation
scheme. However, the general findings will hold for intercom
parisons between LSA and any fractionated treatment that is
constrained to deliver a similar absorbed dose to whole body
or red marrow. In particular, LSA treatment will produce an
increased cure response but remission durations will be
similar to RF.

The model studies described in this article are dependent

on the assumption of uniform dosimetry. However, absorbed
dose distributions from targeted radionuclides are character
istically nonuniform. Nonuniform dose distributions are less
therapeutically effective than uniform distributions of the
same mean absorbed dose (38). Moreover, the relative loss
in effectiveness is more severe when the mean absorbed
dose is larger (39). Fractionation may therefore have a
therapeutic advantage, if each individual fraction targets
(even slightly) different subpopulations of tumor cells.
Biologically, this could occur through time-dependent
changes in tumor capillary blood flow or treatment-induced
perturbations to tumor architecture caused by preceding
administrations. A more complete description of the impact
of dose nonuniformity in targeted radionuclide therapy is
presented elsewhere (39).

Taking the results of the study presented here, together
with those reported previously (39), the most appropriate
disease categories for single or multiple fraction treatment
may be identified. The optimal disease configuation for an
LSA of biologically targeted radionuclides is microscopic
disease where growth is rapid and uptake is relatively
uniform. The most appropriate role for multifraction admin
istrations is for therapy of slowly growing macroscopic
disease, especially if uptake is heterogeneous. Given these
contrasting conditions, there is a rationale for combining
these approaches in clinical situations in which both disease
categories exist simultaneously. Following this argument to
its logical conclusion, the LSA should consist of a short
range emitting radionuclide that is better for microscopic
disease (40), whereas RF therapy should use a longer range
emitter that would produce a higher degree of cross-fire in
bulky disease with heterogeneous uptake. Ideally this treat
ment approach would be integrated with a course of
conventional treatment (surgery, XRT) to simultaneously
treat local disease with occult dissemination.

CONCLUSION

A mathematical model was used to compare different
targeted radionucide therapy protocols. For homogeneous
absorbed dose distributions throughout tumors, LSAs are
predicted to give a greater likelihood of tumor cure than
rapidly fractionated treatments of the same marrow toxicity.
The differences between the 2 treatment strategies will be
greater for fast-growing micrometastatic disease. Expected
remission durations or times to progression are predicted to
be similar for both treatment types, with a slight advantage
for fractionated treatment. If dose distributions are heteroge
neous, RF may have a therapeutic advantage, depending on
how tumor uptake varies from one fraction to another. LSAs
are better for homogeneoustargeting of microscopicdis
ease. RF therapy may be better for heterogeneous targeting
of macroscopic disease. There is a rationale for combining
both types of therapy in clinical situations in which these
disease categories coexist. In this case, the optimal therapeu
tic strategy may be an LSA using radionuclides with short
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